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FAMILY DAY: A BIG HIT!
MAGIC, FACE-PAINT AND LION TAMING… IT HAD IT ALL!
A sunny day, a great atmosphere, and a side full of optimism
were on hand for the Para Vista B-Grade clash against Fitzroy
on December 17 – the first ever Family Day at the Goat Paddock.
Losing the toss and being asked to field first, Ashley Martin and
Jarrad McLeod took the new ball with the intention to make early
headway into the Lions batting lineup. As usual, Ash bowled in good
areas but was not rewarded with an early wicket despite beating the
bat on numerous occasions. Meanwhile Jarrad, returning from a
lengthy layoff and his own wedding, looked to work into some
rhythm and to shake of the cricketing equivalent of rust. It didn't
take him long to strike, bowling one of Fitzroy's key wickets in just
his second over. His first spell of 4 overs went for a tidy 11 runs, but
he was blowing hard and needed a spell.
Kiran Kumar was brought on to replace Martin and was straight
into his groove, hitting good areas and probing the batsman. He was
next to strike, fooling the number 3 with an excellent slower ball that
the batsman edged to Ian Martin behind the stumps. Enter Haider
Ali into the attack to replace Jarrad. Showing his now trademark
eagerness and energy, he took a couple of overs to find his line and
length, and the remaining ‘Roys opener took him for a few
boundaries with his only leg side shot. Not to be perturbed, and with
strong encouragement from his teammates, Ali would soon have his
revenge when the batsman went for one stroke too many, hitting a
skied catch to mid-off where Brenton Starke took it safely.
Kumar at the other end was continuing to bowl well with tight lines
and was duly rewarded with his second wicket, bowling the Fitzroy
number five from an inside edge. It was pleasing to see Kiran finally
having some luck which had eluded him so far this season. More
good news followed for the Goat Herders when Ali snared his second
wicket of the day, a top edge off the back of the bat that was again
gleefully accepted by Ian Martin behind the stumps. Ali (2/34 off 6)
and Kumar (2/14 off 5) bowled excellently in tandem and Fitzroy
were reduced to 5/83 at drinks.
Looking for a couple more quick breakthroughs, McLeod was
introduced into the attack once more and stuck on his fifth delivery
when the ball clattered into the stumps. Bringing himself on from
the other end, it was Brenton Starke's (2/13 off 8) turn next to hit
the stumps, bowling the next 2 batsmen in the same over. From
there, the Fitzroy batsmen looked to bat time and survive their forty
overs, but Ash Martin (1/31 off 8) took a well-deserved wicket, again
bowling another batsman, and when Jarrad McLeod (3/13 off 6.2)
uprooted the leg stump of the final wicket, the Lions innings came to
a close at a score of 106. There were excellent fielding efforts all
around, including Roger Wilkins as the 12th man, and Noor Ali
with his ground speed and throwing would once again prove to be
an asset for Para Vista.

With a spring in their step,
Ian Martin and David Gardner
strode out to the wicket looking to
get the run chase off to a good start.
Ian Martin was quickly into his
innings dispatching balls to and
over the boundary at will. David at
the other end played the perfect
foil despite not being able to
penetrate the field, and it wasn’t
until the team score was 42 before
he departed LBW. The opening
partnership was just what the
Goat Herders needed to take any
pressure away, and with Ben
Gardner entering at number three,
it was the perfect time for him to lay
a platform for the second part of
the season. Unfortunately for Ian Martin, a ball slipped through his
defenses and he was bowled for 33, and although the scoring rate slowed,
Michael Gale and Ben saw the Goat Herders through to drinks at 2/52.
After the drinks break, and having seen off the most dangerous of the
opposing bowlers, Gale started to open up and played some cracking shots
through and over the field to take the total to 83 before he was adjudged
LBW for 20. Ben was joined at the crease by his father Pete Gardner (2no),
but the union didn’t last long when Ben was bowled a couple of runs later.
While he only made 10, he was a vital partner for the middle of Para Vista's
innings and it was a shame that he couldn't see it through to the end. With
just 20 runs to get, Jarrad McLeod walked to the crease with purpose and
an intent to finish the match quickly, and so it proved. He was brutal with
the way he dispatched the ball to the boundary, almost putting one in the
jail, to smash 22 not out from 8 deliveries, the Goat Herders passing the
total in the 32nd over with the loss of just 4 wickets.
It was an excellent day all around for the Para Vista B-Grade side, the win
being vital to any finals aspirations. All players performed wonderfully on
the day in whatever they attempted, and all the players appreciated the
support of their past and present teammates and their families that had
gathered during the Family Day, to enjoy a magic show from John “Bingo
Jack” Burgess, face-painting, some excellent food prepared by Peter
O’Brien, Sarah Wilkins, Phil Atkins and Marc Cossens, and a cheeky visit
from Father Christmas. The large crowd celebrated well into the evening.
It was a fantastic afternoon for the club all round!
With the Christmas/ New Year break now done and dusted, it is hoped that
everyone has rested up and returns full of vigor and energy for their next
encounter, another one day match at home against Adelaide Lutheran.
Words: Brenton Starke, Images: Scott Brown
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BRENTON PROUD OF ROUND SEVEN EFFORT VS N2LCC
Two new players, sunny weather, and plenty of hope was the theme
for Para Vista's B-grade match against a strong N2LCC side at
Finsbury reserve in round 7.
Hoping to bat first, Brenton Starke called incorrectly and were sent to the
field with a couple of players still to arrive. Thanks to sub-fielders Lachie
O'Brien and Darian, the Goat Herders managed to have eleven on the park
as the captain started proceedings with the new ball. Along with Haider
Ali, who was bowling with the new ball for the first time, runs were kept
tight, and it soon produced a breakthrough, with Starke beating the bat of
the opening batsman and dislodging his bails. When a second wicket to
Starke followed soon after, the other opener suffering the same fate and
losing his middle stump, spirits were high.
Kiran Kumar and Timothy Cox were introduced into the attack and
continued to apply pressure to the batsman. A few unorthodox strokes
went to the boundary, but patience won out when Kiran pried an edge
which was accepted by Ian Martin behind the stumps. When a half-tracker
from Cox was hit directly to mid-off for another wicket, Para Vista had
reason to be jubilant, reducing N2LCC to 4/60.
Despite losing wickets, the N2L batsmen continued to play aggressively,
and with the ball running fast along the grass and short straight
boundaries, scoring was hard to keep to a minimum. If the scoring was to
be kept down, more wickets were needed and just prior to the drinks
break, Cox had his second wicket of the match when the batsman was
adjudged LBW. Having a neutral umpire was beneficial, as the batsman
could not believe that he could be out probably not having been given LBW
before. It got better for the Goat Herders straight after the drinks break
when Tim Cox uprooted the off stump of the number four for 53, a lovely
out-swinger that the batsman tried to slog out of the ground. Tim bowled
his 8 overs straight, and despite taking some tap in his last couple, ended
up with 3/46, thoroughly deserving his wickets. This had reduced N2LCC
to 6/130, but their star batsman had been hiding in the sheds and now
made his way to the crease.
Needing to find another 8 overs from somewhere, Starke decided to ask
newcomer Jesse Smith to bowl some gentle mediums. Jesse was extremely
nervous not having ever played an organised senior cricket match before,
and proceeded to trot in not knowing what would happen. In the end, he
bowled two tidy overs for only eight runs - half of those wides - and looked
like he could develop with some training and confidence. Michael Gale
(0/37) was brought on to bowl his left arm 'tweakers' for the remaining six
overs, and kept scoring to an acceptable level against batsman who were
continuing to try and force the pace.

Number three Pete Gardner and Gale, who came in at four, looked to
steady the ship and appeared to be settling into a rhythm when Pete
unluckily glided one to gully, and Kumar followed shortly after
without troubling the scorers, Para Vista 4/30 in the 12th over.
When Starke joined Gale at the crease, all thought of chasing the runs
became secondary to survival, and the pair set about their task. Some
hostile short pitched bowling was tried to rattle the pair, but neither
batsman felt troubled by it and despite the bowlers best efforts, Para
Vista didn’t lose another wicket before the drinks break, the Goat
Herders 4/54.
Still aiming to try and survive the 40 overs, Gale and Starke
proceeded to knuckle down to the task at hand. Before long, both
batsmen started to struggle with ailments, Gale's illness sapping his
energy, and Starke over-stretching a leg muscle and getting cramps.
During a mid-over conversation, the plan was made to just knock
easy singles to outfielders to allow for a gentle run, and to try and
punish any really loose balls to the boundary. Against spin from both
ends and with a deep set field, both batsman tried their best to rotate
the strike and catch breathers, and it is a testament to Michael Gale
that he was only dismissed in the 34th over (after batting from the
4th) after toughing out a gutsy 37 runs against his body's wishes. His
score was made up of 19 singles along with 3 boundaries and a
maximum to show how much he gritted it out, sharing an 83 run
partnership with his skipper.
Roger Wilkins, accepting a challenge to bat in the unfamiliar spot of
number 7, could only last a couple of balls, and it was up to Noor
Jaffari to see the remaining overs out. A couple of boundaries of his
own and some solid defense enabled him to make an excellent 10 not
out. At the other end, Starke could barely run anymore but had the
finish line in sight, and was rewarded with 49 not out at the end,
coming from 17 singles and 8 boundaries. Para Vista closed the day at
6/133, a good effort against a strong side.
Despite the score-line, the skipper was happy, which prompted the
below post on social media:

Haider Ali was brought back to bowl his remaining four overs, and after
starting well, he found the going tough against some strong hitting mixed
with some good batting. Unfortunately for Ali, he conceded 42 runs from
his last three overs but also took the wicket of the star batsman (breaking
an 87 run partnership) to finish with 1/68 from his allocated 8 overs. All
that was left was for Starke and Kumar to try and bowl the last 6 overs for
as little runs as possible, and to a large extent that was succeeded with
Kiran finishing with 1/59 from 8 and Starke picking up a late wicket to
finish with 3/32 off 8. Kiran also provided a run out in the closing overs,
and N2LCC finished with 9/259. There were some excellent pieces of
fielding, especially from Noor Jaffari in his first game, and all tried their
best and supported each other well.
With regular opener Michael Gale feeling crook, David Schreiber strode
out with Ian Martin to start Para Vista's chase. It had been decided that the
target was to bat the full 40 overs and let the runs take care of themselves,
but unfortunately David was undone by a nice ball, and when a fluent
looking Ian Martin was caught LBW for 14 next over, Vista looked shaky.

B-GRADE RESULTS
Round Seven: Para Vista B 6/133 (Starke 49*, M.Gale 37) were defeated by
N2LCC 9/259 (Starke 3/32, Cox 3/46).
Round Eight: Para Vista B 4/109 (I.Martin 33) defeated Fitzroy B 106
(J.McLeod 3/13, Starke 2/13, Kumar 2/14, H.Ali 2/34).

NEXT MATCH VERSUS ADELAIDE LUTHERAN B (HOME) JANUARY 7TH

With one more match before the Christmas break, and in front of
what was a good crowd at the first ever family day, the Para Vista
B-grade side were keen to continue to try and apply themselves as
best they could, aiming for another win around the corner.
Words: Brenton Starke
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BELTED BY ENFIELD: DESPAIR FOR PARA VISTA A
Despite fielding a near close-strength side for the first time this
season, Para Vista A suffered an embarrassing defeat at the
hands of Enfield to close out 2016 at the Goat Paddock on
December 10th.
Boasting the return of Jarrad McLeod after a long lay-off due to
injury and his wedding to the lovely Caitlin-Jade, the addition of a
brand new player in Brett McPherson, and the stated availability
of all the regular A-Grade players for the match, the Goat Herders
headed out to Edward Smith Reserve full of confidence. Sadly, the
strength on paper didn’t translate to a strong performance out in
the middle.
Batting first in beautiful sunny conditions, Tim Hodson and Phil
Atkins appeared to negotiate a solid start for Para Vista, hitting up
four runs an over for the first ten, but that was the end of the good
news for the home side for most of the afternoon. In the blink of an
eye, 0/37 became 3/37 and the Goat Herders were in all sorts of
trouble. Hodson was the first to depart, nicking to first slip, before
Atkins fell in much the same way only balls later. Ashley Martin
went in at number four, hoping to bring his B-Grade form into the
A-Grade side, but lasted only a handful of deliveries before
nervously holing out to mid-wicket.
Jonathan Smith added five to the total before offering a chance at
point, only for the fielder to drop the catch. Balls later, he managed
to pick out the same fielder. This time there was no mistake and Jon
was forced to trudge back to the sidelines, Para Vista 4/51.
Luke McLeod joined Marc Cossens at the crease and the pair held
out for a little while. Luke seemed to become involved in some
chatter with the opposition for a few overs before edging behind,
much to the satisfaction of the fielding side. Luke’s brother Jarrad
was meant to replace him at this point, but in more unfortunate
scenes for Goat Herders, Bungey had left the ground to escort
Caitlin to hospital, who had suffered a severe reaction to a bee-sting
on the sidelines.

SAVE THE DATE

MORE DETAILS SOON!

Instead, it was the debutant in Brett McPherson that would head to
the middle, looking competent for a short time, before finding
himself on the wrong end of a controversial caught-behind decision
which only served to add more tension to the mood around the Para
Vista deck. Tim and Simon Wilson could only add one run between
them, Tim edging and Simon bowled neck-and-crop, and when
Cossens was also bowled for 30, in a search for quick runs with the
tail, the home side were dismissed for a paltry total of 84.

Para Vista’s time in the field
would be just as disheartening.
Luke McLeod started well from
his end, but the potent
partnership he has formed
with Aaron Burgess at the
other end didn’t fire up when
the team needed it most.
Burgess looked great in his first
over, chalking up a maiden,
but his second was littered
with half-trackers and the
batsmen duly peeled off sixteen
runs from the first five balls.
Burgess told Simon Wilson to
warm up after that over, but
Sarge would cop the same
amount of tap that Burgess did,
and Enfield began to make light work of their small target.
With only a handful of runs left, tempers had frayed
considerably and a few of the Para Vista players engaged in
heated conversation with the Enfield batsmen, actions that
could be deemed as academic given the dire circumstances
that faced the home side.
McLeod eventually broke through for a wicket, and when
Brett McPherson replaced him at the northern end for a
trundle in his first match, he became the only shining light for
Para Vista on what had become a dark day. Bowling as full and
straight as he could, McPherson landed two wickets and two
maidens, finishing with the tidy figures of 2/4 from his first
three overs for the club.
In a largely positive first half of the season for Para Vista A,
the loss to Enfield in such circumstances cannot be allowed to
dampen spirits ahead of a number of tough away clashes
awaiting the side in January and February, beginning with a
one-day clash against finals contenders Adelaide Lutheran at
Park 21 on January 7th.

A-GRADE RESULTS
Round Six: Para Vista A 84 (Cossens 30, Hodson 26) were defeated by
Enfield A 3/85 (McPherson 2/4).
NEXT MATCH VERSUS ADELAIDE LUTHERAN (AWAY) JANUARY 7TH

